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Date

Language / Targeted
Audience

Summary of the Disinformation
The bombing of the Russian military base in
Latakia was prepared by the CIA and the aim was
to kill Vladimir Putin.
NATO is approaching the Russian borders, as
Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova seek to become
members of NATO which suggests the Alliance is
preparing for WW III.

Link to the
Disinformation

Disproof

Syrian opposition groups claimed responsibility for the
worldnewspolitics.com //
attack: http://bit.ly/1RZ7bmz // Vladimir Putin was not
svetkolemnas.info
in Syria at that time.
NATO membership is not imposed on countries. Each
ruskline.ru //
sovereign country has the right to choose for itself
kompravda.eu
whether it joins any treaty or alliance. See
http://bit.ly/22fLdjK.
In Serbia (excluding Kosovo) and Montenegro, 275
persons lost their lives in the NATO bombings,
Russian Embassy in
namely: 180 civilians, 90 members of the Yugoslav
Serbia
Armed Forces, five members of the Ministry of Interior
of Serbia. (http://bit.ly/1TvH6yE)

Reported by

27.02.04.03.2016

CZE, ENG

29.02.2016

RUS

29.2.2016

RUS, SRB

At least 2,000 innocent Serbs lost their lives during
http://bit.ly/1U4PVzj
the NATO bombings of Yugoslavia in 1999.

CZE, ENG

World War III is about to begin, 120 countries
gather their armies, and the media remain silent.

http://bit.ly/1P7JTGn //
http://bit.ly/1Rhi2os //
http://bit.ly/1RIOwst //
http://bit.ly/1YPSzbH

C.Ervana @ Youtube //
svetkolemnas.info //
ceskoaktualne.cz //
prvopodstata.com

No evidence for this conspiracy. The original source
also claims that Donald Trump is Illuminati's #1 target
European Values Think-Tank
for 2016 because he "threatens to reveal 9/11
conspiracy as President": http://bit.ly/1M1wTrj

CZE

Germany is going to close its borders soon,
and this will lead to thousands of refugees
coming to the Czech Republic. The Czech
Republic should train its army and police to
protect the borders.

http://bit.ly/1RZ9iXt //
http://bit.ly/1YPWAwP

securitymagazin.cz //
svobodnenoviny.eu

Angela Merkel publicly opposed closing the
borders.

03.03.2016

RUS

In an interview taken by Dainius Radzevičius from
the American Forces Network Europe with Donald http://bit.ly/1YMIAE8 //
Trump, the Republican presidential candidate
http://bit.ly/1Lk5a4X //
proposed to resettle residents of the Baltic
http://bit.ly/1Lk5ikU
countries to Africa.

baltnews.ee // expert.ru
// freekaliningrad.ru

American Forces Network never ran an interview with
Donald Trump on its website. Dainius Radzevičius
never interviewed Donald Trump. The Lithuanian
Stopfake.org
journalist writes about this on his Facebook page and
on the Baltic site Tiesa. See http://bit.ly/1RhnOGN

04.03.2016

CZE

Pork is disappearing from the German
restaurants and school cafeterias to please
Muslim refugees.

ac24.cz

Repeating already debunked disinformation:
http://bit.ly/22b6xKK

eadaily.com

One of the criteria the European Council set out for
EU membership at the Copenhagen Summit in 1993
was "that the candidate country has achieved stability
of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of
law, human rights, and the respect for and protection Official from Lithuania
of minorities". Before joining the EU the Baltic States
were subjected to intensive scrutiny by the EU
institutions aiming to ensure the rights of the Russian
minority. See http://bit.ly/1SKeBvX.

01.-11.03.2016

02.-04.03.2016

05.03.2016

05.-07.03.2016

06.03.07.03.2016

http://bit.ly/21qFc1v //
http://bit.ly/1LlE6lV

Disinforming outlet(s)

http://bit.ly/21poEqE //
http://bit.ly/1RXLtPQ

http://bit.ly/1XngD4t

European Values Think-Tank

Official from Lithuania

Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies
(CEAS)

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

RUS

The Baltic states are transforming into policedictatorial states, where representatives of ethnic
communities who express different views and
opinions are mistreated.

CZE

Unless the Visegrad countries leave the
European Union, they will be destroyed by the http://bit.ly/1Xnh12W // nwoo.org //
arrival of migrants orchestrated by the US and http://bit.ly/1QOIPeJ
svobodnenoviny.eu
Israel.

Repeating an already debunked disinformation
with no supporting evidence given.

ENG

The Russian intervention in Syria is the reason
why the terrorists in that country have agreed to a
truce, while a leaked top secret NATO report
describes the Russian air force strikes in Syria as
“efficient” and “accurate.”

Reports from Amnesty International and the press
have repeatedly underlined that Russian air strikes
are far from being accurate, they are responsible for
East Stratcom
hundreds of civilian deaths. There is no leaked NATO
document assessing the effectiveness of Russian air
strikes in Syria. (http://bit.ly/1ZoAdiR)

http://bit.ly/1pECXfb

http://bit.ly/1LeerLV //
http://bit.ly/1pa3qAU

The New Observer //
PressTV.ir

European Values Think-Tank
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06.03.2016

RUS

Due to a shortage of men willing to serve in the
Ukrainian armed forces, the Ukrainian government
decided to conscript convicted criminals and
http://bit.ly/1MfAbC2
suspects under investigation into contractual
military service.

06.03.2016

RUS

US generals are out of control of the US
government, they intend to revive the Cold War.

http://bit.ly/1pgS51V

RUS

The influx of refugees into Germany has been
planned by the US, which intends to change
German mentality and convert the Germans
into liberals and cosmopolitans.

http://bit.ly/1pgS51V

06.03.2016

06.03.2016

06.03.2016

Dmitriy Kiselyev's "Vesti
nedeli" news show,
23:36
Dmitriy Kiselyev's
"Vesti nedeli", news
show, 47:04, 47:12,
48:03

RUS

The US and NATO are reviving the Cold War
against Russia, although Russia is helping Europe http://bit.ly/1WizFc3
in dealing with the refugee problem.

Vladimir Solovyev's
'Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym', political
talk show, 0:13

RUS

NATO is run by American racketeers: the US does
not allow members of the Alliance to leave the
http://bit.ly/1WizFc3
organisation.

Vladimir Solovyev's
'Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym', political
talk show, 22:43

06.-08.03.2016

CZE, SVK

07.03.2016

RUS

The polls before Slovak elections were
prefabricated and paid for by rich political parties.
Slovak president Kiska won’t do anything without
instructions from the US embassy in Bratislava,
and he aims to create a pro-Brussels caretaker
government.
In the Donbas region Georgian and Polish
mercenaries opened fire on Ukrainian soldiers.
Reportedly, the incident is related to the low
morale of foreign fighters as well as the fact that
the Ukrainian leadership delayed mercenaries'
payments.

07.03.2016

ENG, RUS

Russia did not initiate confrontation with Ukraine
and is not responsible for the crisis in the eastern
region of the country.

07-13.03.2016

GEO

Europe legalizes and declares pedophilia as a
norm and will soon demand that Georgia defend
pedophiles' rights.

08.03.2016

ukraina.ru

ENG

Ukrainian law does not permit suspected criminals
under investigation to serve in the armed forces; this
is also reinforced by a Ministry of Defense resolution.
Ukraine’s National Guard also announced on its
Stopfake.org
official website that individuals who are under pre-trial
investigation or whose cases are in litigation are not
eligible for contractual military service. See
http://bit.ly/1V5UwRq.
The US president is also the commander in chief of
the country's armed forces.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Repeating of older disinformation with no
supporting evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Since the end of the Cold War NATO has reached out
to Russia with a series of partnership initiatives. No
other country has such a privileged relationship with
NATO. See http://bit.ly/1RZsFzv // There is plenty of Pavel Spirin, former journalist
evidence that the amount of refugees in Europe has
been growing with Russian bombings of Syrian cities.
See http://bit.ly/1OitvDI.
Over the past 65 years, 28 countries have chosen
freely, and in accordance with their domestic
democratic processes, to join NATO. Not one has
asked to leave. This is their sovereign choice. Article Pavel Spirin, former journalist
13 of the Washington Treaty specifically gives Allies
the right to leave should they wish to
(http://bit.ly/21YUlKD).

http://bit.ly/1RHtzxS //
http://bit.ly/1nGOIjO

aeronet.cz //
protiproud.parlamentnilis No evidence for any of these claims given.
ty.cz

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/24SzzxK

politnavigator.net

No evidence given.

Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
University

http://bit.ly/1LTg2Xt //
http://bit.ly/1RSxevy

Sevastopol Governor
Sergei Menyailo in RIA,
Sputnik

Russian president Vladimir Putin admitted that he
personally ordered the annexation of Crimea
(http://bbc.in/1Fzvq3A). There is irrefutable evidence
of direct Russian military involvement in eastern
Ukraine (http://bit.ly/1KpsngN).

Walter Derzko

Printed newspaper
Asaval – Dasavali

Pedophilia is illegal in every country of the European
Union.

EEAS

Sputnik

There is evidence that Savchenko was kidnapped by
separatists and taken to Russia
(http://bit.ly/1WbGqMD). High Representative/VicePresident Federica Mogherini called for Savchenko's
immediate release (http://bit.ly/22fkVOO).

Walter Derzko

Nadiya Savchenko illegally crossed the Ukrainianhttp://bit.ly/1RSxevy
Russian border in 2014 disguised as a refugee.
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08.03.2016

08.03.2016

08.03.2016

08.-09.03.2016

08.-09.03.2016

Ukraina.ru

Ukraina.ru manipulates Stoltenberg’s actual words.
During his conversation with Christiane Amanpour he
said that "Russia is trying to divide the NATO alliance"
Stopfake.org
[there is no actual split among NATO members].
Stoltenberg did not assess the legitimacy or legality of
Russia’s actions in Syria. See http://bit.ly/1RfHHOs.

CZE, SVK

Acceptable fascism versus unacceptable fascism:
many people condemn that fascists entered the
http://bit.ly/1M0csec
Slovak parliament although they support the fascist
regime in Ukraine.

czechfreepress.cz

Repeating an already debunked disinformation. There
has never been electoral support for extremist parties
European Values Think-Tank
in Ukraine: http://bit.ly/1TXWzrU. No party in the
current parliament can be considered as fascist.

CZE

NATO constantly meddles with the internal affairs
of other states in order to completely militarize
society. The upcoming discussions about the
http://bit.ly/1Rg1z3Y
increase of NATO presence in Central and Eastern
Europe during the Warsaw Summit prove this.

svobodnenoviny.eu

NATO can only increase its military presence in a
given state with the explicit approval of this state.

CZE

The West provoked the Maidan protests and
burned the bridges between Ukraine and Russia.

The demonstrations which began in Kiev in November
prvnizpravy.parlamentnili 2013 were born out of Ukrainians' desire for a closer
sty.cz //
relationship with the European Union, and their
European Values Think-Tank
svetkolemnas.info
frustration when former President Yanukovych halted
progress in this direction (http://bit.ly/1Ri9ldy).

CZE

The deal between the EU and Turkey in order
to deal with the refugee crisis is in fact a plan
http://bit.ly/1LlGg4X // nwoo.org //
to colonize Europe with chosen Islamists. This
http://bit.ly/1UrWWZT // czechfreepress.cz //
plan has been prepared many years ago with
http://bit.ly/1YPWAwP svobodnenoviny.eu
the aim to destroy European nations and
European culture.

No evidence for this conspiracy.

European Values Think-Tank

The Guardian

Ukraine did not chose to sever all ties, Russia
unilaterally decided to exclude Ukraine from a free
trade bloc of former Soviet states (CIS Free Trade
Agreement) starting on the 1 January 2016. As there
is no incompatibility between the DCFTA and free
trade with Russia, it was a political decision from
Moscow to abandon the free trade agreement that
existed between Russia and Ukraine. See
http://bit.ly/22fKqzr.

EEAS

http://bit.ly/1QQnov5

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 0:53

Repeating an already debunked myth.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

http://bit.ly/1QQnov5

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 2:11, 2:27

Repeating an already debunked myth.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

http://bit.ly/1QQnov5

Memorial Human Rights Center considers Nadiya
Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Savchenko a political prisoner (http://bit.ly/21pHCgN).
Pokazhet', political talk High Representative/Vice-President Federica
Pavel Spirin, former journalist
show, 27:54, 4:36, 28:16 Mogherini called for Savchenko's immediate release
(http://bit.ly/22fkVOO).

RUS

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
accused Russia of dividing the Alliance and
resorting to illegal actions in the Middle East. At
the same time Russia is the only country “fighting
terrorists in Syria on a legitimate basis.”

http://bit.ly/1QOfWiY

http://bit.ly/1YNhNYl //
http://bit.ly/1pEQ1RU

09.03.2016

ENG

It was Ukraine's ideologically driven choice to
sever all ties with Moscow. As a result of signing a
free trade agreement with the EU, Ukraine also
http://bit.ly/1p9Mp9Q
lost its preferential access to its largest market,
Russia.

09.03.2016

RUS

Nazis control Ukraine.

RUS

Joe Biden decides what person should be
appointed as a Prime Minister of Ukraine, and
Poroshenko orders to increase attacks against
separatists to win the sympathy of the US.

RUS

The case of Nadezhda Savchenko is an ordinary
criminal case: she is responsible for the deaths of
two Russian journalists and illegally crossed the
border to enter Russia.

RUS

The US and NATO summoned Defense Minister of
Ukraine to Brussels to give him an order to
http://bit.ly/1QQnov5
organize provocations on the border with Crimea
and Donbas.

09.03.2016

09.03.2016

09.03.2016

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 14:23

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

Pavel Spirin, former journalist
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RUS

US authorities are preparing to commit acts of
terrorism against their own population to ensure
the country's geopolitical interests.

09.03.2016

RUS

Ukraine is a part of the Russian world. The country
http://bit.ly/1WizQEj
is taken over by the fascist regime in Kyiv.

Petr Tolstoy & Alexander
Gordon' s "Politika",
Repeating of an already debunked myth: no fascist
weekly political talk
coup took place in Ukraine.
show, 54:32

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

10.03.2016

RUS

Nadezhda Savchenko, while serving in the army
wanted to sell the organs of the captives.

Komsomolskaya Pravda Repeating an already debunked myth.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

09.03.2016

http://bit.ly/1QQnov5

http://bit.ly/24Y8GZg

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 30:00

10.03.2016

RUS

In a year and a half, the new American president,
regardless who it is going to be, will encourage the http://bit.ly/1pgPJjy
Ukrainians to go to war against Russia.

Versia

10.03.2016

CZE

Islam has never distanced itself from violence. http://bit.ly/1Uq8o8y

aeronet.cz

11.03.2016

RUS

The detection of doping used by Russian athletes
merely serves as a political tool, aiming to discredit http://bit.ly/1RXTHYb
Russian sport and to attack Russia itself.

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 7:46, 10:59

11.03.2016

RUS

The US is preparing for nuclear war, so Germany,
together with Russia and the Islamic countries
http://bit.ly/1RXTHYb
must stop America.

11.03.2016

RUS

Russia is in a colonial dependency on Europe.

Petr Tolstoy's 'Vremya
Pokazhet', political talk
show, 25:33
Maxim Shevchenko &
Sergey Minaev's
'Bolshinstvo', political
talk show, 0:08

http://bit.ly/1M09tma

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Groundless speculation. The United States fully
supports the swift resolution of the conflict in Ukraine
and the implementation of the Minsk agreements,
which requires strict adherence to the ceasefire. See
http://1.usa.gov/1PPJ9Xq.
Many Muslims, including Czech ones, declare
their firm opposition to terrorism, for example in
the global campaign “Not in my name”
(http://bit.ly/1RHtqe5) which was also joined by
Czech Muslims (http://bit.ly/1pEOOdp).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

European Values Think-Tank

The regulations of the World Anti-Doping Agency
equally apply to every athlete, regardless of his or her Pavel Spirin, former journalist
country of origin.
No evidence given.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Russia is a sovereign country, it never used to be the
Pavel Spirin, former journalist
colony of any European country.

DISCLAIMER: This product is a compilation of reports by members of the myth-busting network created by the EEAS East StratCom Task Force. The East StratCom doesn’t produce these
reports, we only collect them. Opinions and judgements expressed here do not represent official EU positions.

